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TRANSFORMS OF VECTOR-VALUED FUNCTIONS 
AND MEASURES 
STEPHEN K. McKEE, Ballarat, Australia 
In a previous paper ([6]), we found conditions on a sequence of vectors 
under which its terms were the coefficients of a vector measure or a vector-
valued function with respect to an orthonormal sequence of continuous 
functions on a finite interval. This paper investigates the continuous ana­
logues of those theorems. We give conditions under which a vector-valued 
function is the transform of a vector measure or a Bochner integrable function 
with respect to some kernel. 
1. Introduction. Let (A, B) and (C, D) be intervals such that — oo < 
< A < B < -f-oo and — oo <C < D < + o o . For each N = I, 2, . . ., let 
?iN be a real-valued continuous integrable function on (C, D). Let K and H 
be complex-valued bounded continuous functions on the product (A, B) X 
X (C, D). For each bounded continuous complex-valued function / on (C, D), 
define 
D 
(1) tf-v,/(*) = J* lN(s)f(s)H(t, s) ds, te(A,B), N =1,2, .... 
c 
Then, if/ is the K-transform of a complex measure ju, i.e. 
B 








(4) TN(t, u) = j AN(s) K(u, s) H(t, s)ds, t,ue(A,B). 
c 
Let C((A, B)) denote the space of all complex bounded continuous functions 
on (A, B), C0((A, B)) the subspace of functions vanishing at infinity and 
C00((A, B)) the subspace of functions with compact support. Equip these 
spaces with the sup-norm. 
For each <p in L±((C, D)), define <p on (A, B) by 
D 
(5) $(t) = \ K(t,s)<p(s)ds. 
c 
For each N, define ¥N : C00((A, B)) -> C((A, B)) by 
B 
("PN y)(0 = J TN(t, u) V(u) du, yje C00((A, B)). 
A 
We make the following assumptions about K, H and the IN : 
Assumption I. For every bounded continuous scalar-valued function f on 
B 
(C, D) for which GNJ is integrable, f K(t, s)GNj(t) dt converges to f(s) point-
A 
wise. 
Assumption II. The set {<p; <p e L±((C, D))} is dense in C0((A. B)). 
Assumption III. There exists a constant M such that 
B 
j \TN(t, u)\ dt <M, ue(A,B), N = 1, 2, . . . . 
A 
Assumption IV. For every xp in C00((A, B)), W^'N^P — ^||i -> 0, N -> cc. 
R e m a r k . I t is possible to prove the theorems of this paper under different 
assumptions. Namely, for each <p e L±((A, B)). define 
B 
f(8) = \ H(t,s)<p(t)dt. 
A 
Let Q = {<p eLi((A, B)); <p is continuous, <p e L±((C, D)) and <p(t) = 
D 
| K (i,s) <p(s) ds}. Then we may replace Assumptions I and I I with the 
c 
following: 
Assumption I'. Each XN has maximum modulus 1 and converges pointiuise 
to 1 on (C,D) and {<p;<peQ} is dense in L\((C,D)). 
Assumption II'. Q, the uniform closure of Q, is equal to C0((A, B)). The 
proofs under Assumptions I ' , I I ' , I I I and IV are basically similar to those 
given. 
6 
E x a m p l e s . I t is well known tha t Assumptions I—IV and V and I F 
hold in the following examples. Let (A, B) = (C, D) = ( - c o , oo), K(u, s) = 
1 1 |*| 
= v=re-
i«' and H(t, s) = JJ^ e1" . Then XN(s) = 1 — — on [—N,N] 
]/2TZ \I2TZ N 
and 0 elsewhere gives Cesaro summation of the Fourier transform while 
%N(S) = e~s^2NZ gives Riesz summation . 
2. Scalar-valued Transforms. Lemma 1. For each N, define the map IN : 
iL^A^V-^L^B)) by 
B 
(lNg)(t) = J TN(t, u) g(u) du, geL±((A, B)). 
A 
Then \\IN\\ < M, N = 1,2, ... . 
Proof . For each N and each g in L^(A, B)), Assumption I I I gives 
B B 
\\lNg\\x = J I J TN(t, u) g(u) du\ dt < MWgWx. 
A A 
Theorem 1. Suppose K, H and AN satisfy Assumptions I—IV. Then if f is 
a bounded continuous complex-valued function on (C, D), there exists 
(i) a function g in Li,((A, B)) such that f is the K-transform of g, i.e. 
B 
(6) f(s) = J K(t,s)g(t)dt; 
A 
(ii) a unique finite complex regular Borel measure /u on (A, B) such that f is 
the K-transform of /n (i.e. (2)); 
if and only if, for each N, aNjis integrable and 
(i)' they converge in the L^norm; 
(ii)' they are uniformly bounded inthe L^norm. 
Proof . Suppose g is in L^(A, B)) a n d / is the K-transform of g. If e > 0, 
there exists tp in Coo((A, B)) with ||g — ip\\i < e. So, for all N sufficiently 
large, Assumption IV and Lemma 1 give 
\WNJ - flf||i = ||/tf8f - glli < \\IN\\ |gf - v\\i + \\INV - y||i + h - g\U 
<Me + e + e. 
I f / is the K-transform of measure ju on (A, B), then 
B B 
\\aNj\\i = J | J TN(t, u) ju(du)\dt < M\p\((A, B))<co. 
A A 
Conversely, suppose that the aNj are integrable and converge in the Li-norm 
to an integrable function g. Then, for each se(C,D), 
B 
) J K(t, s) (aN,f(t) - g(t)) dt\ < sup \K(t, s)\ \\aN,f - g||i -> 0. 
A te(A,B) 
The result now follows from Assumption I. 
Finally, suppose that ||OX/||i < a for all N. For every cp in Lx((C, D)), put 
D 
$($) = j<p(s)f(s)ds. 
c 
For each N, define the scalar-valued map 0N on Co((A, B)) by 
B 
0N(W) = J W(t) aN,f(t) dt, ye Co((A, B)). 
A 
Using Fubini's theorem and Assumption I, the Lebesgue dominated con-
vergence theorem gives, for all (p in L\ ((C, D)), 
B D 
&N(<p) = J aN,f(t)( J K(t, s) <p(3) ds) dt 
A C 
D B 
= J (p(s) ( J K(t, s) aNJ(t) dt) ds -> &($), N -> oo. 
C A 
Now ||o-i\r,/||i < a implies that \@N(y>)\ ^
 X\ML ior a11 V i n Co((-4, ^ ) ) . There-
fore, since the functions $ lie densely in C0((A,B)). (Assumption I I ) , l i m ^ ( ^ ) 
exists for all ip in C0((A, B)). Denote this limit by &(ip). Then 0 is a bounded 
linear functional on Co((A, B)) and so the Biesz representation theorem 
gives the existence of a unique regular complex measure pt such that 
B 
(7) lim &N(y>) = J y>(t) pt(dt), ip e C0((A, B)). 
y A 
So, for all cp in Li((C, D)), 
D B D B 
J <p(8)f(8) ds = J <j>(t) //(dO = J cp(s) ( J K(t, s) p(dt)) ds. 
C A C A 
Hence / is the K-transform of pi. 
3. Vector-valued Transforms. Let X be a quasi-complete, locally convex 
topological vector space. For each N, let 0N : Co((A, B))-> X be a linear 
map. The set of @N is said to be weakly equi-compact if there exists a weakly 
compact subset IV of X such tha t 
{0N(W); WeC0((A,B)), \\y>\\9<l, N = 1, 2, . . . } cz IV. 
Suppose tha t K, H and the XN again satisfy Assumptions I—IV. Let33((A, B)) 
denote the a-algebra of all Borel sets in (A, B). 
Theorem 2. Given a bounded, weakly continuous function f: (C, D) -> X, 
there exists a regular measure \x : £8((A, B)) -> X such that f is the K-transform 
of JJ, if and only if, for each N, ON,/ is integrable and the set of maps &N '• 
C0((A,B))->X, defined by 
B 
&N(y>) = \ y(0 *-V./(0 d*, yj e C0((A, B)), 
A 
is weakly equi-compact. 
In the proof of this theorem, we use the following lemma (see [5]). 
Lemma 2. LetF : (A, B) -> X be a function such that, for every ip e C0o((A, B)) 
there exists an element xwe X ivith 
B 
<xv, x'y = J v(t) <F(t), x'y dt, x'e X'. 
A 
Suppose that {xw; y) e Coo((A, B)), H^^ < 1} is a relatively weakly compact 
subset of X. Then F is integrable and 
B 
xv = | tp(t)F(t) dt, xpe Coo((A, B)). 
A 
Proof . For y e Coo((A, B)), define A(\p) = xw. Then there exists a regular 
measure \x : 88((A, B)) -> X such tha t 
B 
A(xp) = { V(t) p(dt), y> e Coo((A, B)), 
A 
(see [5]; Proposition 1). For every E e 3S((A, B)), 
(/i(E), x'y = I (F(t), x'y dt, x' G X'. 
E 
Hence F is integrable. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. Suppose tha t such a measure exists. Then ON,f(t) = 
B 
= f Ty(t, u) fi(du) and so ON,/ is continuous for each N. Let ip e Coo((A, B)) 
A 
and N be arbitrary . For each <p e Coo((-4, B)), there exists x^eX such tha t 
B 
<x<p, x'y = [ (p(t) ip(t) (oN,f(t), x'y dt, x' e x' 
A 
(see [2]; I I I . 3.3 Proposition 7); moreover, if W^ < 1, then x<p belongs to 
a scalar multiple of the closed convex hull of the range of tp GNJ which is 
oompact. Lemma 2 implies tha t ip ON,/ is integrable. Since 
B B B B B 
J y>(t) crN,f(t) dt = J y(t) ( [ TN(t, u) u(du)) dt= \ (j y(0
 T-v(*. *0 df) p(du) 
A A A A A 
and 
B 
I J v(0 IV(*, N) d*| < Jf IML, 
A 
we have 
J v(*) w f / (0 d* e i f IML CRfa) 
.4 
(where CR(/u) denotes the symmetric closed convex hull of the range of //) . 
Since the range of ju is weakly compact (see [8]), the Krein theorem ([8]) 
implies the weak compactness of the restrictions of <PN to Coo((A, B)). Lemma 2 
implies the integrability of GNJ. Since Co((A,B)) is the uniform closure of 
Ooo((-4, B)), the weak equicompactness of the &N on Co((A, B)) follows. 
Suppose conversely that the GNJ are integrable and there exists a weakly 
compact subset W of X such that 
{0N(fp);y>eCo((A,B)),\\y>\\ao<l9N= 1 , 2 , . . . } <= W. 
Fix x' in X'. Then there exists a constant txX' such that 
\<0N(V),X'>\ <** IML 
for all N and all \p e C0((A, B)). Therefore, proceeding as in Theorem 1, there 
exists a unique complex regular Borel measure /LIX' , such that 
B 
(8) </(«), x'> = J K(l, « ) ^ , (dt), SE(C,D), 
A 
and (as in (7)), 
B 
(9) lim <0N(v), *'> = J y(*)j"*', (dO, V e C0((A9 £)) . 
That is, for each fixed \p, {<®N(y), x'}} is convergent for all x in X' . Thus 
{@N(ip)} is weakly Cauchy and therefore weakly convergent since {<PN(IP); 
N = 1, 2, . . .} is in the weakly compact set IMLW- Denote this limit by 
#(V0- Then, for all ip with H ÎL < *> *(¥>) is i n W * > t n a t i s * i s weakly compact. 
So (see [5] Proposition 1), there exists a regular measiire /u :&((A, B)) -> X 
such that 
B 
0(V) = J y(t) M*), W e Co((-4, -B)). 
10 
I t follows from (9) and the uniqueness of fix>, that , for all E e 8ft((A, B)) and 
all x'eX', (jbt(E),x'y= pix' (E). The result is now immediate from (8). 
Now let X be a Banach space. Suppose that K, H and the XN again satisfy 
Assumptions I—IV. 
Theorem 3. Given a bounded continuous function f on (C, D) with values in X, 
there exists a regular measure ju : SS((A, B)) -> X of finite total variation v such 
that f is the K-transform of pi if and only if there exists a constant J such that 
B 
(10) l\\oNJ(t)\\dt<J, N= 1,2, . . . . 
A 
P r o o f . Suppose that such a measure exists. Then, by Assumption I I I , 
B B B 
\ \\oNff(t)\\ dt = J || J TN(t. u) pi(du)\\ dt < Mv((A, B))<oo. 
A A A 
Conversely, suppose that (10) holds. Define &N : C0((A, B)) -> X by 
B 
0N(f) = J V(t) oNtf(t) dt, We C0((A, B)). 
A 
Then for cp e Li((C, D)), Assumption I and the Lebesgue dominated conver­
gence theorem give that, for each x' in X', 
<ФN(Ф), X'} = j (oNjЏ)>
 X'У (/ K(t, s) ф) ds) dř í 
č 
D B D 
= f <p(s) ( J K(t, s) oNJx.(t) dt) ds -> J cp(s)fx>(s) ds, N -> oo 
C A C 
where fX'(s) = </(«), x'}. Since cp is integrable a n d / i s bounded and continuous, 
D 
we conclude that lim (0N(<p), x'} = < J (p(s)f(s) ds, x'} for all x' in X'. It 
c 
follows that weak-limit &N(ip) exists for all tp in a dense subset of Co((A, B)) 
(Assumption II) and therefore, by (10), this weak limit exists for all ip in 
C0((A, B)). Denote this limit by <P(ip). We obtain the required measure from 
the following lemma (see [4]; I I I 19, 3, Theorems 2 and 3). 
Lemma 3. If F : Co((A, B)) -> X is a linear map, then there exists a regular 
measure pi : SS((A, B)) -> X with finite variation such that 
B 
F(w) = J W) f^(dt), W e Co((A, B)), 
A 
11 
if and only if there exists a constant Q such that, for any finite family of functions 
n n 
ipi, ...,ipn in C0((A, B)) with 2 tyi(t)\ < 1 for all t in (A, B), 2 \\F(v>t)\\ <Q 
To show that the linear map 0 satisfies Lemma 3, let ip±, . . ., xpn be any 
n 
family in C0((A, B)) with 2 lv*l -^
 1- Then, for each N, 
n n B 
2 l|0*(V.)ll < I / \fi(t)\ \\ojf,/(t)W dt<J. 
i=l i=l A 
n 
Therefore, since \\@(y>i)\\ < lim sup \\&N(rpi)\\, 2 11 (̂̂ )11 < J
 a n d s o there 
i=i 
exists a regular measure ju : &((A, B)) -> X with finite variation such that 
B 
0(V) = jV(t)p(dt), y>eC0((A,B)). 
A 
So, for all <p in Li((G, D)), 
n B D B 
f <p(8)f(s) ds = &($) = J 4>(t) ju(dt) = J <p(s) ( J K(t, s) n(Atj) ds 
C A C A 
and hence / is the /^-transform of /u. 
Theorem 4 . Given a bounded continuous function f: (C, D) -> X, there exists 
an X-valued Bochner integrable function g on (A, B) such that f is the K-trans-
form of g if and only if 
B 
lim J \\aNj(t)-aPj(t)\\dt = 0. 
N,P-*oo A 
Proof . Suppose that g is Bochner integrable and / is its K-transform. 
Let {F/Ji be a finite family of Borel subsets of (A, B) with finite Lebesgue 
measure and {/?Ji a, finite family of vectors in X. Define h : (A, B)-> X 
n 
by A(t) = 2 t a ( « ) - Then 
1 
B B B n B 
J 1| J TN(t, u) h(u) du - h(t)\\ dt = J || 2 Pt( J TN(t, u) XEi(u) du - XEi(t))\\ dt< 
A A A 1 A 
n B B 
< 2 (Hftii J" IJ -"*(*.«) **,(«)dw - %*,(0I dt) _á -4 
which tends to 0 as N -> oo (by the first part of Theorem 1). Therefore, since 
the set of all such functions h is dense in the space of all Bochner integrable 
12 
functions and as o#,f(t) = f TN{t, u) g{u) du, we have 
A 
B 
lim j\\aP,f{t)- 17(011 dť = 0. 
N ЛL 
Conversely, suppose that the sequence {o^,/} is Cauchy in the Bochner 
space norm. Since this space is complete, ONJ converges in the Bochner norm 
to a Bochner integrable function g. So, for each s in (C, D), 
B B 
II f (17(0 - *N,f(t)) K(t, s) dl|| < j \\g(t) - oNj(t)\\ \K(t, s)\ At < 
A A 
< sup \K(t, s)\ \\oNj - g\\B -> 0, N -> oo. 
i 
The result now follows from Assumption I. 
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